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 Can Chunky make sense of it all and stop the O-Beast from taking over? With his vivid
imagination he confuses what was talked about during his doctor go to and believes he will
soon transform into an “”O-BEAST.Chunky is a 10-year-old boy who have finds out that he is in
danger of becoming obese.
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Buy this for your children to start the healthy-eating conversation on their conditions.it
playfully educates that they can prevent and or reverse obesity. If kids learn healthful habits if
they are young, they will not have to make as much big changes if they are older.C., and enjoy
that he's putting good messages away there. and enjoy that he's putting good text messages
out there Had the satisfaction of meeting the writer in D. I believe kids should the graphic
novel / comic book format of the book.possible for kids to understand Had a great message
of eating best and getting proper workout to stay healthy. This book is indeed exciting for kids
to learn. It's amazing to find them engaging with healthful eating in a manner that entertains
them.I really like the premise. Great, like having your son or daughter read a comic reserve
with a confident message.The characters in the book are relatable so kids can identify.The
artwork is stunning! Can't wait to observe what Chunky is certainly up to next. Vivens retains it
light with likable Chunky leading the way. This book is fantastic, my 7 year old doesn't like
reading at ... This book is fantastic, my 7 year old doesn't like reading at all, but because this
book is indeed fun he loves to scream combined with the characters and the comic book feel
keeps him engaged. Everyone can identify with a kind of misunderstanding from when they
were a kid. Can't wait for even more in this series. Great Book Don't think that book is only for
kids that are overweight or obese. Great for all kids. The entire message is that you need to eat
the right portion sizes. Very cool for children. It's interesting that the writer decided to start the
book with Chunky as a grown-up makes it easier for children to learn that the work can pay
off. What a terrific reserve with a robust message.!! I actually see myself in Chunky, good topic
to explore with your kids!! Must buy!! Great Read! Chunky and friends is so cool. Making
obesity right into a monster called the o-beast is very clever and my son and I loved it a whole
lot. The comic publication style of the book flows and the graphics and colors is a strike with
every youngster.
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